seeing what matters
Deep Learning-based industrial image analysis
Automated detection, inspection and classification
Human-like
Self-learning
Powerful

ViDi offers the first ready-to-use Deep Learning-based software dedicated to industrial image analysis. ViDi Suite is a fieldtested, optimized and reliable software solution based on a state-of-the-art set of algorithms in Machine Learning. It allows
tackling otherwise impossible to program inspection & classification challenges. This results in a powerful, flexible and
straightforward solution for countless challenging machine vision applications. The Suite consists of 3 different tools:
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Graphical & application programming interfaces
HTML based graphical user interface (GUI) - Required browser: Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft .Net library
Custom HTTP requests
C runtime library
Hardware & OS Requirements
Dedicated PC for ViDi Suite
CPU: Intel core i5/i7/Xeon
NVidia Graphic Card (GeForce GTX770-780Ti-970-980, GTX TITAN, Quadro K5000-K6000, Tesla K20)
8GB Memory
100GB Disk Space
1 USB port (2.0 or above)
OS: Windows 7 - 64
Support & Maintenance
All licenses are permanent and do not require maintenance or renewable fees
ViDi Suite comes with a free 12 months update & remote application engineering support
Miscellaneous
License dongle (USB 2.0 or above) included
Supported languages: EN/FR/DE  ViDi Suite Help: EN
Note: ViDi Suite performance - in term of processing time - will depend upon hardware selection
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